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smooth tone guaranteed. CNC mandrel bent. Comes with gaskets, hanger and bolts.
Professional installation highly recommended. Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 1 - 4.
In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect
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little loud but it is an aftermarket exhaust Sounds best in my opinion between rpm. Don't let
other customer reviews discourage you if you want something nice and of better quality then go
spend the money. If you are just looking to replace a rusted exhaust this will work and it doesn't
look to bad. Installed on a accord SE sedan. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. It
rusted out in 6 months and fell off. The entire inside of the muffler rotted! This is absolute

JUNK! It claims to be a Factory Fit If you still have factory pile on your catalytic converter, you
will have to find a reducer pipe to make it work. The hanging hardware is all wrong as well. I
purchased it in the summer of The muffler rusted out and fell off on January 4, I have the pieces
to prove it Terrible customer service One person found this helpful. Came Neatly Packaged. No
instructions, but fairly easy to figure out. My son has a garage pit so we could drive over and
work beneath the car. If you don't have a lift or access to a pit then I think this would be tough
to do. It is also a 2 man job. But the parts fit well and the car is louder than before the pipe split
but certainly working OK. I'd recommend. I installed For the price you can't beat it. I installed it
on my daughter's Honda Accord SE 4 door. Everything was direct bolt on except the rear
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There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I put
this on a 96 honda accord lx 4cyl and it fit perfectly. I had to use a saws all and grinder to get
the old rusty exhaust off, then replace the cut bolts. You may want to consider replacing your
catalytic converter mine was almost a pile of rust, but I managed to reuse it. Super east to put
the new exhaust on literally bolts on and slides into rubber hangers, the only hard part is
removing the old. I've had this installed now for about months and rust is showing around the
factory welds. I installed the spec d cold air intake and everything sounds pretty decent. Love
this item. It looks big and mean but is not stupid loud. Put it on my 96 Accord. She has a great
rumble and crackle o downshift and high rpm. But not annoyingly loud like your pretending to
have something you dont. Didnt fit together as well as it should of being made for the car. And it
gives ot the fart can sound I was trying to avoid. One person found this helpful. Sounds badass.
Everything fit together like a glove on my 97 Honda accord lx. The only reason it wasnt 5 stars
is because the tip of the exhaust was bent a little at one point. But it only took a few minutes to
buff out. Its a little loud but manageable but if you take that baffle out,and all hell breaks loose.
It sounds really badass without the baffle but once you hit rpm its pretty unbearable. I was

looking for a cheap replacement because my exhaust was rusted and I just had the Andy's
muffler in San Diego put it on. The product exceeded my expectations. It sound great and has a
silencer if you dont want it too loud. I did have to have one of the pipes bent a little and one of
the pipes cut to fit properly. I have a accord ex and im glad i paid to have it put on instead of
doing it myself because i dont have a pipe bender. They put it on in about 45 minutes. Came
ready to install only problems Bought this exhaust in a pinch with zero experience with
installation. Bought it cause of the price and reviews , turned out to be an excellent buy! Came
ready to install only problems I had where with my car having a horrible cat converter setup so I
had to order more parts and go all the way back from the manifold but that's nothing to do with
this purchase. This exhaust is unbeatable for the price. Would have bolted right in, except my
old catalytic converter was welded in so I had to get a bolt in cat. Other than that loved the
sound and it definitely turns some heads lol accord lx coupe 2. I bought mine Back in April Last
year The muffler fell apart Already Still have the receipt from had been professionally installed
at a shop. Images in this review. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and dis
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